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21 st century Germany sponsors the despoilment of all foreigners to include their children, their money
and their legacy, while being under the cover of its Laws. The EU Commission protects these practices.
– Declaration of war against the German lawyers and cooperators –
This is an absolutely scandal in the heart of Europe; Germany a country that will lose over 15 million
inhabitants within the next 50 years has “instrumentalised” its various administrations of family justice,
unbeknownst to its European partners, to keep every child of every non-German parent - under the cover of
its Laws and secret legal proceedings - in Germany in order to Germanize it.
German lawyers blackmail non-German parents with the love they feel for their children, to put them under
house arrest within the German jurisdiction in order to exploit their manpower, threatening of losing a child,
if they do not comply with the German order.
Even worse, Germany abuses of the European communautary legal means (EC regulations 2201/2003,
4/2009) and SIS II (Interpol and Europol) to demand from its - very naive - partners the enforcement of its
policy within their respective jurisdictions, without them being allowed to verify the treacherous and
dishonest German legal procedures, which sole purpose is to protect the German Kindeswohl, with other
words, the best interest of the community of Germans in children issues.
The despoliations of someone else child is not a legal act,
it is an act of war, even it is covered by German law.
On the occasion of the press conference, the following parents will explain what is the German problem /
danger for our world today and show how the German Government and all its lawyers (judges, prosecutors
and lawyers) hide their dishonest mechanisms to the international community:
− Dr Marinella Colombo, Italian citizen, 2 children,
− Kimberly Hines, US citizen, 2 children,
− Marie Galimard, French citizen, 2 children,
− Beata Pokrzeptowicz-Meyer, polish citizen, 1 child,
− Dr Luc Gigou, French citizen, 1 child,
− Massimo Moltoni, Italian citizen, 1 child,
− Konstantin Theocharidis, Greek citizen, 1 child,
− Richard Visktröm, US citizen, 1 child,
Each case - whatever the gender or the nationality of the foreign parent - responds to a same logic.
There are as many cases as non-German parents who part from a German.
The EU Governments, the U.S. Government and all the others Governments must protect their own nationals
from this nationalistic German policy and they must stop to automatically recognize German family Court
decisions, as long as the JUGENDAMT – a political institution – will continue to control them, in an illegal
and xenophobic way. The social and economic challenge is considerable for the decades to come.
Details on location and time will be announced on the website of CEED - www.ceed-europa.eu

